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My Debate Notes/ Goals:

+ Make sure to create “iron man” arguments. Acknowledge the opposition and validate

points, but then find a weak point in that argument to discuss and expand upon.

+ Make sure to emphasize party platforms and show information that has been researched.

Questions that were asked of me:

+ Is the website complete? Yes it is. The individual may have been confused and not have

seen the proper section but the information that was needed was in fact there. I have

made sure of this.

+ How would you bring kindness back to our nation? It is not just about bringing kindness

back. It is about encouraging our politicians to bring empathy into any laws or

regulations that are made. Money should not be the main concern. The people of this

nation should be. The health of the people of our nation is much more important than

how much money is spent. For example when thinking about immigrantion policies, we



must be considering how we can best help immigrants. Not how we can block them out

and save money.

+ How would you fund the environmental aspects that your party wants to put into place?

This is a very good point. Although we always need to consider the American people first

and foremost, money can be a concern for funding certain prospects. To fund our

environmental plan, we will enforce taxes for large corporations, the wealthy, and

politicians. We will not let certain individuals get away with not paying taxes. This will

bring a lot of money into the economy and help the American people by default.

Questions for other Parties: (Not all of these were asked due to time constraints)

+ What platform does your party support that you think will change this nation for the

better?

+ If legalizing marajuna is a platform, how will you get the support of states that do not

agree with doing so? (I agree with this policy and am just wondering how you will

complete this).

+ If your party wants freedom of choice and equality, why should there be abortion

restrictions becuase that is a freedom you would be taking away.

+ Do you support the health of this nation and support ending covid?

+ Why is your party the best fit for this position?

+ Do you think it is more important to isolate the health of only our nation, or focus on

making the world a brighter place?

+ How can your party move forward with innovative solutions if you are holding dated

conservitave ideals?

+ In your opinion, what do you think our nation could improve on?



+ When running this country, how will you support minorities?


